Comparison of homologous sequences is an essential step for many studies related to molecular biology and evolution: to predict the function of a new gene, to identify important regions in genomic sequences, to study evolution at the molecular level or to determine phylogeny of species. In this view, databases of homologous genes are very useful. In particular, two databases of homologous genes families of general use have been developed at the PBIL: HOVERGEN [1] for vertebrate sequences and HOBACGEN [2] for bacterial sequences. We are now developing HOGENOM, a extended gene family database which contains the genes of the complete genomes. On the other hand we developed new applications accessible through the Web allowing to fetch families and sequences and to retrieve family information at http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr
HoGenom

1.Construction
HOGENOM, a database of homologous gene families from fully sequenced organisms (eukaryota and prokaryote), is now currently developed. As in HOBACGEN and HOVERGEN, protein sequences have been clustered into families on the basis of sequence similarity: a similarity search of all the proteins against each other has been performed using BLASTP2 with the BLOSUM62 similarity matrix. For each pair of sequences, Homologous Segment Pairs (HSPs) that are not compatible with a global alignment are removed, then the two sequences are associated in the same family if:
-the remaining HSPs cover at least 80% of the protein length, -their similarity is greater or equal to 50% -both sequences are complete Families are build by transitive association ("simple link") : if a pair of sequences A and B and another pair B and C fulfil the conditions, then A, B and C are integrated in the same family, even if A and C do not fulfil the conditions. Partial sequences of more than 100 AA and more than 50% of the length of the complete proteins are included in the classification once the complete sequence families are built. A definition is generated for each family. The flat files of the protein and nucleotide sequences are annotated to indicate with which family each sequence is associated and finally the flat file is indexed and the database is build.
2.Results
A first beta release of HOGENOM has been built from 82 complete genomes: 8 eukaryota (Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Guillardia theta, Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Saccharomyces cerevesiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe), 50 bacteria and 15 archaea. The data are constituted by 298,843 protein sequences in Swiss-Prot format extracted form the complete proteome files available at the EBI, and by the 393,770 associated CDS (Coding DNA Sequences) extracted from the EMBL database. HoGenom is made of 121,211 families, among which 32,240 present at least two sequences and contains 60% of the sequences. 13, 717 families present at least one sequence from Homo sapiens, among which 7,587 present at least two taxa. 55, 969 families are found in eukaryota only, 51,331 in bacteria only and 11,932 in archaea only. Only 439 families are common to eukaryota, bacteria and archaea. HOGENOM families can be retrieved and selected via WWW_QUERY and CROSS_TAXA at http://pbil.univlyon1.fr.
Family and Sequence Retrieval Systems
1.Databases
The query programs are based on a first layer made by a set of databases indexed with ACNUC [3] .There are currently six "sequence-only databases" (Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL, NBRF/PIR, EMBL, GenBank, EMGLib, NRSub) which do not contains families and eight "family databases" (HOBAGEN, HOVERGEN , NureBase, RTKdb, HOGENOM, Hoppsigen, HAMAP, MITALib) in which sequences have been clustered together into families. Each family database is generally composed of two parts: a protein database and a nucleotide database. We have developed two applications, available through web interfaces, that allow to query these databases according to different criteria. These applications can be used to retrieve sequences and families from the different databases available at the PBIL.
2.WWW_QUERY Application
WWW_QUERY allows to combine many criteria (sequence ID, accession number, keyword, taxonomic data, organelle, molecule type, bibliographical references, date of insertion in the bank, etc.) to retrieve sequences as well as gene families. For example one can retrieve all the human nucleotide sequences in EMBL that are CDS associated to the keyword "globin". It is as well possible to retrieve in HOVERGEN all the families associated to these sequences..
CROSS_TAXA Application
CROSS_TAXA gives access to a family retrieval system based on taxonomic criteria. Its web interface is composed of two text fields. It allows to retrieve all gene families that are shared, strictly or not, by a first set of taxa defined in the first field and that are not associated with a second set of taxa defined in the second field. Any taxonomic level can be used and mixed to compose the query (e.g., Homo sapiens, Primate, Mammalia). For example it is possible to retrieve the families of bacterial genes specific to a toxic strain of Escherichia coli, or to retrieve the gene families found in mammals but not in birds or as well to retrieve gene families which are found in mammals only.
Sequence Lists and Family Lists
Each list of sequences or families generated by the user is stored on the server, and can be combined and used for further query. The resulting lists of sequences can be modified as well by the user (selection by date, by length, annotation scan, etc.), downloaded in several formats or directly analysed through many methods available at the PBIL [4] . The family lists can be combined together to compose new lists or to retrieve the associated sequences. It also possible to send a user defined list (families, sequences, keywords, etc.) to the server.
5.The Display Family Page
Both WWW_QUERY and CROSS_TAXA generate a list of families. Each family is linked to a generated document which displays family information: family definition, number of sequences, number of taxa and gives access to: 1) the list of the sequences in the family, which can be modified and used for further sequence analysis; each sequence of the list is linked to its it annotations and sequence data and can be displayed and analysed 2) the list of species in the family, with the taxonomic information for each species; 3) a nucleic/protein switcher allowing to switch between nucleotide and protein sequences; 4) the sequences alignment of the family, which can be displayed with several colouring options, visualized and edited via the JalView applet (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/~michele/jalview) or downloaded 5) the phylogenetic tree of the family, which is displayed as a clickable picture and can be visualized and edited via the ATV applet [5] or can be downloaded; 6) and finally the family page displays a form allowing to select sequences of the family according to species and then to displays the partial alignment of these sequences.
Conclusion
The PBIL server provides convenient and flexible applications for selecting sequences and gene families by many different criteria in several dedicated databases and then to display them and analyse them through the Web. This is very useful in terms of phylogenetic analysis, comparative genomics, molecular evolution studies, lateral transfer detections, important region identification in genomic sequences, and function prediction.
